R1000 Column Radiator Specifications

B Type Connections

- BL: B Type Supply Left
- BR: B Type Supply Right

C Type Connections

- CL: C Type Supply Top Left
- CR: C Type Supply Top Right

E Type Connections

- EL: E Type Supply Top Left
- ER: E Type Supply Top Right

Opposite End Series

Example: Lefthand Series

K70 Wall Bracket

K72 Offset Bolt

1/8" NPT Air Vent Tapping - Top Return Side Location

1/2" NPT Supply or Return Tapping - Bottom Side Location
R1000 Wall & Floor Mounting

Standard Wall Mounting

R1000 Models (back view)

1-1/2"

For Radiators 6" to 60" Long: Use 2 K70 Brackets, one at each end
62" to 138" Long: Use 3 K70 Brackets, one at each end, one at the center
140" to 236" Long: Use 4 K70 Brackets, one at each end, two distributed evenly in the middle
238" to 240" Long: Use 5 K70 Brackets, one at each end, three distributed evenly in the middle

Custom Pedestal Mounting

R1040-2, R1060-2 & R1075-2 Models Only (Other Models need Top Support Bracket)

4"

For Radiators 6" to 60" Long: There are 2 KR-4 Pedestals, one at each end
62" to 138" Long: There are 3 KR-4 Pedestals, one at each end, one at the center
140" to 236" Long: There are 4 KR-4 Pedestals, one at each end, two in the middle
238" to 240" Long: There are 5 KR-4 Pedestals, one at each end, three in the middle
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